Eat It is a Living Card Game for 2 to 6 players. Each
deck contains 60 playing cards with illustrations by
James Fosdike.

Eat It is played in three stages: Firstly players play
cards dealt in their opening hand. Secondly they pickup
cards dealt face-up on their flipside. Thirdly they flip
cards dealt facedown on their flipsides randomly.

The first player to get rid of their
cards wins!

Special Cards can be played at any time. When play
starts Special Cards are 2, 7 & 10.
Removes all cards (including itself) from the
game. (This is called ‘binned’.) Then it is the
next players turn.
Next player goes Down from 7.
Play continues Down until a player eats or
plays a special.
One 10 skips one player. Two 10s skips two
players & so on. 10s have no value in normal
play. When skipped to a player, that player
must beat the card below the 10(s).

Bins (like a 2) plus that player takes the
following turn.

Before play commences players may swap cards in their
opening hand with cards dealt face-up on their flipside.
This strategic element allows players to distribute
Special Cards & match up Normal Cards. Once the
game has begun no additional swaps can occur.
Play begins with the player left of the dealer &
continues clockwise.

Bins (like a 2) plus every player with cards in
their hand, chooses & discards a single card
(or cards of equal value) from their hand to
the bin pile.
Sits adjacent to the rest of the cards in the
middle. It remains in play until dismissed by
the other Joker. The Joker reverses the state
of play. Play now goes Down from Ace to 3. It
is now Up from 7.
Sits adjacent to the rest of the cards in the
middle. It remains in play until dismissed by
the other Music Industry card or if three or
more 8s are out of the game. Music Industry
makes 2, 7 & 10 normal & 8s become wild.
When an 8(s) is played, it becomes a 2 (bin),
7 (down from) or 10(skip) depending on that
player’s choice.

When a player gets rid of all the cards in their opening
hand, they pickup all cards dealt face-up on their flipside & these cards become a new hand.

When a player gets rid of their face-up flipside cards,
they flip each card dealt facedown on their flipside
randomly, one at a time, when it is their turn. If they
‘Eat’ (pickup the cards), they must get rid of all their
cards from their hand before they can continue flipping
facedown flipside cards again. The first player to flip all
their facedown flipside cards successfully wins!
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If Player A plays the Eat It card, Player B
must ‘Eat’ (pick up) the cards in the middle,
unless they play a Super Special card. If a
Super Special is played (besides Eat It), play
continues clockwise. If Player B matches with
the other Eat It card, Player A must ‘Eat’
(pick up) the cards in the middle & it is
Player Bs turn. Place Eat It card in bin pile
after it has been played. If the Eat It card
is played on nothing, that player takes
another turn.

At the start of the game play goes Up from 3 to Ace.
Cards do not have to be played in consecutive order &
multiples of cards can be played together.

If a player cannot play a card from
their hand, they must pickup or ‘Eat’
the cards in the middle.
A player may choose to pickup the cards in the middle,
as their turn, instead of playing a card from their hand.
It is then the next players turn.
The Ace is only high, not low.
At the start of a two player game, the player who did
not deal the cards chooses between the two opening
hand piles to determine which pile each player starts
with.
If two 10s are played together in a two player game, it
skips to the opponent.
If four 8s are played together when Music Industry is in
play, the game is stopped and re-dealt.
If four 2s are played during normal play, it bins.

If four-of-a-kind is in the middle, the
next player must play a higher
four-of-a-kind (if play is going up) or
a lower four-of-a-kind (if play is going
down) or a Special Card to avoid eating the cards. If
four-of-a-kind is played on four-of-a-kind, all cards in
the middle are removed from the game to the bin pile.

If four 7s are played during normal play, the next player
must play a lower four-of-a-kind (or a higher fourof-a-kind if play is going up).
If four 10s are played during normal play, that player
decides whose turn it is (usually themselves).
If two Joker cards are played, they are both removed to
the bin pile & it is the next player’s turn.
If two Music Industry cards are played, they are both
removed to the bin pile & it is the next player’s turn.
If two Eat It cards are played at the same time, they
act as if one Eat It card was played.
It is Eat It etiquette for a player to disclose the number
of cards in their hand when asked by another player.
It is Eat It etiquette for a player to show the card they
randomly flip from facedown on their flipside, if they
have to eat the cards in the middle.
Players may look through the bin pile to ascertain how
many 8s are out of the game during play.
Players may opt to take it in turns to deal or let the
winner of the previous game go first.

Enjoy hours of fun
getting served with Eat It!
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